Superoxide Dismutase, A Potential Theranostics Against Oxidative Stress Caused by Nanomaterials
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Abstract
Nanomaterials can result in oxidative stress damage, how to prevent oxidative stress caused by nanomaterials have become our concerns. Superoxide dismutase (SOD) performs some special functions inside the living cells such as combating with the reactive oxygen species (ROS), interfering with the injured made by the hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$), and repairing the damage induced by these ROS, exhibiting great application prospects in clinical therapy. Herein we review the main advances of SOD and its high efficient delivery systems, and explore the issue, challenges, and prospects with the aim of developing novel nanoscale theranostics against oxidative stress-induced damages caused nanomaterials.
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1. Introduction

With the fast development of nanotechnology, a lot of nanomaterials are continuously fabricated, and are actively explored their applications in pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, biomedical engineering, nanoelectronics, etc. The emerging nano-industries may create enormous riches, but the risk of nanomaterials and nanotechnology on environment and human healthcare is still not clarified well. Up to date, some data show that nanomaterials can result in potential risk. For example, all the nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes, graphene, sliver nanoparticles, gold nanoparticles, etc. can cause serious cellular oxidative stress, finally result in cell apoptosis or death [1]. How to prevent the damages from the oxidative stress caused by nanomaterials have become our concerns.

Superoxide dismutase (SOD) is one kind of enzyme, also called as liver protein or orgotein, widely distributed in animal, plant and microorganism. SOD performs some special functions inside the live cells such as combating with the reactive oxygen species (ROS), interfering with the injured made by the hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$), and repairing the damage induced by these ROS. SOD is not only the primary material that could eliminate the effects made by free radical species, and also prevent and hold back the effete and eclipse of living organism.

In the past decade, a great deal of investigations demonstrate that SOD is a foremost protective bioenzyme, it can resist the superoxide free radicals effectively, extend life span, and adjust the metabolism of live cells, enhance the organism immune function. Therefore, SOD maybe one kind of excellent potential theranostics against oxidation in vivo, owns great potential application in therapy of oxidative stress-induced damage made by nanomaterials.

Although SOD exhibits great application prospects in clinical anti-oxidization therapy, SOD based novel pharmaceutical development meets with some difficulties. For example, how to highly efficiently deliver SOD into therapeutic target locus in vivo, how to make endosome or lysomes filled with SOD effectively release SOD into cytoplasm, all these problems have become great challenges.

Herein we review the main advances of SOD and its high efficient delivery systems, and explore the issue challenges, and prospects with the aim of developing novel nanoscale theranostics against oxidative stress-induced damages caused by nanomaterials.
2. The structure and function studies of SOD

SOD is one kind of biological active substance derived from the live organisms, and it can clean up the harmful free radical species produced in the metabolic process, constant supplement of SOD has special preventive effects for treatment of oxidative stress.

2.1 History and function of SOD

In 1938, Mann and Keilin extracted one kind of protein containing copper from the bovine erythrocyte [2], and in 1953, Keilin extracted the hepatic copper protein from vituline and whale liver [3]. In 1968, Dr. I. Fridovich and his student McCoard. J. M in Dude university nominated the copper protein derived from blood, liver and brain as superoxide dismutase according to SOD catalytic activity [4].

SOD is widely distributed in live organisms. It may come from body of animal to plant vegetation, and from the whole body to local cells. SOD was found from bovine erythrocyte at first, which was usually extracted from the blood cell of cattle or some other animals with a very costly consume. At the same time, because of SOD’s antigenic heterogeneity, inclinable to denaturalization in normal temperature, the virus in blood products and other hazard factors could lead to cross-infection, WHO declared that the utility of SOD derived from animal fountainhead materials should be stopped immediately. European Union had laid a ban to prohibit using the SOD from wild animals. Up to date, many techniques have been developed to extract SOD from plant or the fermentation of modified bacteria transferred with plasmid.

SOD catalyzes the conversion of superoxide to oxygen and hydrogen peroxide. This biochemical reaction helps to break down potential harmful oxygen molecules in cells, which might prevent ROS damage to tissues. The biochemical reaction can be summarized as the following formulate:

\[ \text{M}^{2+} + \text{O}_2^- \rightarrow \text{M}^3+ + \text{O}_2 \]

\[ \text{M}^{2+} + \text{O}_2^- + 2\text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{M}^3++\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \]

Some cellular processes produce \( \text{O}_2^- \), called superoxide anion free radical, which is one of the intermediate products in natural physiological reaction of living cells. This active oxygen has extra potential ability of oxidation and also is the important factor of biological oxygen toxicity. Except the \( \text{O}_2^- \), the hydroxyl radical, superoxide radical, alkoxyl radical, polyunsaturated fatty acid radical, semiquinone radical, singlet oxygen \( ^1\text{O}_2 \), hydrogen peroxide \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \), nitrite \( \text{NO}_2^- \) and nitric oxide \( \text{NO} \). Although these radicals have not the single electron, they have the comparative ability of oxidation and toxicity to living cells, oxidizing and degrading biological important molecules such as lipids and proteins, they are called as the active oxygen consequently. SOD can transform these oxide radicals into hydrogen peroxide, although the hydrogen peroxide has biohazard activity, it can be quickly decompounded into such harmless and safe products as \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) and \( \text{O}_2 \) by high activity catalyse and peroxidase that widely distributed in living cells. In this way, a complete anti-oxide chain is composed by SOD, CAT and POD in live organism.

2.2 The category and biological properties of SOD

SOD is widely distributed in our environment and has been reported in many species, from prokaryocyte bacteria to euarkyte cells, as well as microorganisms, plants and animals. SOD is classified as follows, based on the requirement of the metal species at the active site [5]:

(A): Copper- and zinc-containing superoxide dismutase (CuZnSOD) [4].

(B): Iron-containing superoxide dismutase (FeSOD) [4]

(C): Manganese containing superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) [4]

(D): Nickel-containing superoxide dismutase (NiSOD) [6]

(E): Iron- and zinc-containing superoxide dismutase (FeZnSOD) [6]

(F): Cobalt- and zinc-containing superoxide dismutase (CoZnSOD) [7]

Furthermore, some SOD’s biological properties were well summarized in Table 1.

2.3 Structure and function of CuZn SOD

CuZnSODs have been extracted from a wide range of organisms including yeast, spinach, gallinaceous liver and bovine blood. In all these cases, a homodimeric enzyme is obtained, with a molecular weight of 3.1~3.3 kd and containing one \( \text{Cu}^{2+} \) (direct related with enzyme activity) and one \( \text{Zn}^{2+} \) (related with structural stability) per subunit [8,9]. Each subunit is compositied with 150 amino acids and one bio-active center. Fig. 1 is the crystal structure model of bio-active site [9]. The sequence of CuZnSOD derived from many microorganisms, plants, fishes and mammals, demonstrated that the CuZnSOD displayed a high evolutionary conservation and sequence homology[10]. The pure crystal of CuZnSOD presents a cyan color and the maximum absorption value locates at 258 nm.

2.3.1 Property of two dimension (2D) structure of the CuZnSOD

1) The amino acid remnant sequences of the assistant subunits attached with metal (Cu and Zn) active site are identical with the vicinal amino acid sequences that composite the inner disulfide bond (Fig. 2).

2) CuZnSOD is abundant in Glycin and distribute uniformly in the whole sequence. For example, there are 25 Glycin residues in 151 whole sequences in human CuZnSOD of erythrocyte; it is 1/6 of total amino acids.
Table 1. Biological property of three types of SOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>CuZnSOD</th>
<th>FeSOD</th>
<th>MnSOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary location</td>
<td>Cytoplasm and chloroplast stroma of eukaryote</td>
<td>Prokaryote and few plant cell</td>
<td>Mitochondrion of eukaryote and prokaryote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Color</td>
<td>Blue green</td>
<td>Tawny or yellowish-rown</td>
<td>Purple red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal iron of active site</td>
<td>2 Cu²⁺ and 2 Zn²⁺</td>
<td>2~4 Fe³⁺</td>
<td>2~4 Mn²⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type and number of subunit</td>
<td>2 or 4 identical subunits</td>
<td>2 or 4 identical subunits</td>
<td>2 or 4 identical subunits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight of subunit</td>
<td>16000</td>
<td>23000</td>
<td>23000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular conformation</td>
<td>α-helix and β-folding (main)</td>
<td>α-helix (main) and β-folding</td>
<td>α-helix (main) and β-folding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character of com-potent amino acid</td>
<td>Gly (main) Tyr and Trp (few or lack)</td>
<td>Tyr and Trp (main) Cys (lack)</td>
<td>Tyr and Trp (main) Cys (lack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorb spectrum Visible light</td>
<td>258 nm</td>
<td>280 nm</td>
<td>280 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorb spectrum Ultra violet</td>
<td>680 nm</td>
<td>350 nm</td>
<td>475 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCN (1 mol/L)</td>
<td>Inhibit</td>
<td>Non-inhibit</td>
<td>Non-inhibit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂O₂ (1 mol/L)</td>
<td>Inhibit</td>
<td>Inhibit</td>
<td>Non-inhibit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) There is a high conserved sequence in the C-terminal end and Arginines in this area are closely related with the activity of the CuZnSOD enzyme.

4) There is a high variable sequence composited with 23~35 amino acid remnants in the N-terminal end of CuZnSOD; it may correlate with the immunological properties of the CuZnSOD enzyme.

2.3.2 Property of three dimension (3D) structure of the CuZnSOD

The high resolution X-ray diffraction in 1.15 Å or 1.65 Å to bovine CuZnSOD crystal analysis and some other examination illustrated the 3D structure of the CuZnSOD has the following characteristics:

1) The fold of each subunit, its volume and surface area are about 20600 Å³ and 12390 Å², respectively. The two subunits combined by dehydrophilic covalent bond, the interface between the subunits is extremely stable due to the 1038 Å² connected area [11].

2) The disulphide bridge between Cys55 and Cys144 is a conserved feature in all structure of CuZnSOD and contributes significantly to the stability of the enzyme.

3) In the whole structure of each subunit of CuZnSOD, α helix is about 5% and β helix is about 45%~, an eight-stranded antiparallel amino chain constitute a “greek-key” and three long, external loop regions connected to the β barrel. Two of them together with a section of the β barrel form the walls of channel, the so-called “active site cavity” leading from the enzyme surface to the enzymatic active site. The third loop provides the greek-key connection across the β barrel (Fig. 1) [12].

4) The distance between the double subunits is 34 Å, meanwhile, in each monomer of CuZnSOD, the distance of the iron center between Cu²⁺ and Zn²⁺ is merely 6 Å. The closest amino acids to Cu²⁺ is 4 Histidins (His118, His46, His44, His61) and a molecule of water, but to Zn²⁺, the closest amino acid is Asp81, His78 and His61. The His61 is the primary composition of the Imidazole Bridge between Cu²⁺ and Zn²⁺ [12].

5) Use CuZnSOD of the human erythrocyte as an example, its active center is an ellipse barrel and its length, width and depth is 15 Å, 9 Å and 6 Å respectively. Generally, in one broad of the barrel is Thr135, Gly136, Ala138 and Gly139, the other broad is composed by Gly59, Pro60, His61, Phe62 and Asp63. Lys134 and Arg141 composed the side edges of the barrel. Actually, the entire active center is homology for the CuZnSOD molecule divided from different species.
2.4 Structure and function of MnSOD

The manganese-dependent enzyme (MnSOD) was found in mitochondrion in eukaryotes, prokaryotes and protists, the amino acid sequences composed the active center are highly conserved [13]. The structure of the human MnSOD monomer shows very different from the CuZnSOD. The MnSODs have two domains: one formed by two long α helices and one formed by five short α helices and two β sheets. The metal ion is coordinated by three His and one Asp [14].

The 3D structure of MnSOD from *Escherichia coli* has been determined by X-ray crystallography at 2.1Å resolution [13]. The protein crystallizes with two homodimers in the asymmetric unit, and a model comprising 6528 protein atoms (residues 1-205 of all four monomers), four manganese ions and 415 water molecules has been refined to an R factor of 0.188 ($R_{free}$ 0.218).

The Mn centers are 5-coordinate, trigonal bipyramidal, with His26 and a solvent molecule, as apical ligands. The coordinated solvent molecule is linked to a network of hydrogen bonds involving the non-coordinated carboxylate oxygen of Asp167 and a conserved glutamine residue, Gln146. The MnSOD dimer is notable for the way in which the two active sites are interconnected and a "bridge" comprising His171 of one monomer and Glu170 of the other offers a route for inter-site communication [15].

2.5 Structure and function of FeSOD

FeSOD was purified from *Aquifex pyrophilus* firstly in 1992 called Ap SOD [17]. The Ap SOD is a tetrameric enzyme and extremely stable against heat and chemical inactivation [18]; it maintains 70% of its activity after heating at 100 °C for 60 min. In the presence of 1% (w/v) SDS, about 70% of Ap SOD retains its activity after heating at 80 °C for 60 min [19].

As shown in Fig. 4, the structure of Ap SOD can be divided into two domains. The N-terminal domain consists of two long antiparallel α-helices. The C-terminal domain contains a central β-sheet formed by three antiparallel β-strains and five α-helices surrounding it.

The Fe$^{3+}$ is liganded by two residues from N-terminal helices and tow residues from the loops in the C-treminal α+β domain, and forms a site for substrate binding and catalysis. In general, Fe- and Mn-containing SODs are more closely related structurally and are considered as members of one family [16]. However, the Fe$^{3+}$ content gradually decreased (to 45%) during storage, suggesting that the metal ion is not tightly associated with Ap SOD. The amino acid sequences of the metal-binding site of all SODs are well conserved. In Ap SOD, iron is liganded by His27 and His81 from helix α1 and α2, respectively, Asp163 and His167 from L5, and a water molecule with distorted trigonal bipyramidal geometry; three atoms, NE2 of His81, OD2 of Asp163 and NE2 of His167, form a trigonal basal plane, and NE2 of His27 and a solvent molecule fill the two axial positions in the trigonal bipyramid [19].

The most noticeable structural difference in the active site regions between FeSODs and MnSODs is a lignad that interacts with a solvent molecule bound to metal; histidine is coordinated to a Fe-bound solvent in Ap SOD (His148). Such a difference implying that these residues may play a critical role in the metal selection [19].

3. Nanocarriers for intracellular SOD delivery

How to deliver efficiently SOD into local tissues for SOD's anti-oxidative function has become a big challenge. So far, nanoscale delivery systems have achieved big advances. How to design and fabricate delivery system suitable for SOD have become our concerns.
In the past decades, many techniques have been developed to deliver active proteins to specific cells or organs. For example, lipid-based nanocarriers, polymeric nanocarriers, inorganic nanocarriers and protein-mediated nanocarriers etc. Delivering active forms of proteins to living organisms is an important goal in many medical and biological applications, including cancer therapy, vaccination, regenerative medicine, treating loss-of-function genetic diseases and imaging. SOD is a macromolecule protein with catalytic activity. The extracellular SOD is very difficult to enter intracellular position, and eradicate the superoxide radicals for the large size, varying surface charges and fragile tertiary structures of SOD. When the natural barrier of living cells is broken by the extracellular SOD and administered into serum, the SOD enzyme may suffer from serum instability and can be rapidly degraded or inactivated. Moreover, even the SOD is made into oral agents or skin liniment, the delivered cargo in vivo, thus reducing renal filtration. The high surface area to volume ratio of nanocarriers also leads to improved pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of payload [25-27]. Another crucial feature of the nanocarrier-based delivery system is the increased flexibility of tailoring its physical characteristics such as size, surface charges and displayed ligands can be customized to facilitate cell penetration and endolysosomal escape, as well as to optimize bio-stability, targeting specificity and cargo release kinetics [28].

3.1 Lipid-based SOD nanocarriers.

Liposomes are bilayered vesicles assembled from amphiphilic building blocks, such as lipids or phospholipids. The size of liposomes can range from 20nm to several microns. Liposome can adhere to plasma membranes and enter the cell via endocytosis or liposome-cell fusion [26]. Different liposome formulations have been explored as delivery vehicles for various hydrophilic or hydrophobic compounds [25]. Lenormand and his coworkers utilized liposomes for intracellular delivery of therapeutic membrane proteins [29]. The voltage-dependent anionic channel (VDAC) and the pro-apoptotic Bak were assembled into the lipid bilayer of liposomes, forming proteoliposome particles. They demonstrated that the internalization of integrated protein/liposomes into living cells induced apoptosis by release of cytochrome C and activation of caspas. Recently, several commercial lipid-based reagents have been utilized for protein delivery and enhanced the development of lipid-based nanocarriers in biological and medical applications.

3.2 Polymeric SOD nanocarriers

To date, several SOD nanocarriers have been developed and a few of them have received the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval for clinical use. Generally, the nanocarriers can be constructed as follow:

3.2.1 Physical adsorption and interaction

Commonly, the chemical modification including the covalent or noncovalent conjugation may lead to deleterious effects on the activities of the cargo. The alternative method without covalent modification is the self-assembly between the protein and the nanocarrier.
The spontaneous assembly is typically facilitated by physical adsorption, which is driven by electrostatic forces for van der Waals interactions. Zimmerman and coworkers demonstrated effective intracellular delivery of copper/zinc superoxide dismutase (CuZnSOD), which can scavenge $\text{O}_2^-$ intermediates resulting from aberrant AngII signaling in the central nervous system in a multitude of cardiovascular diseases [30]. "Nanozymes" were created by complexing CuZnSOD with a copolymer of PEI and PEG to create polyion complexes. When the nanozymes were delivered to mouse catecholaminergic CATH neurons, the increase in $\text{O}_2^-$ intermediates caused by AngII was significantly inhibited compared to untreated neurons or neurons treated with native CuZnSOD. When CuZnSOD nanozymes were injected in vivo using an intracarotid injection into rabbits along with intracerebroventricular-delivered without any toxic effects. In comparison, intracarotid injection of free CuZnSOD or PEI-PEG copolymer did not exhibit inhibition of AngII responses (Fig. 7).

### 3.2.2 In situ polymerization

Several of reportorial or functional protein molecules have been successfully polymerized in native site...
nanocapsules, include EGFP, HRP, BSA, Caspase-3 and SOD. Different from Physical adsorbed encapsulation, in situ polymerization-based encapsulation occurs on the surface of core materials, similar to interfacial polymerization. Du et al. utilized the “single protein nanocapsule” concept to encapsulate HRP and decorate the polymeric shell of nanocapsules with quantum dots (QDs) for a bioluminescence study [31]. The bioluminescence generated from HRP-mediated oxidation of luminol can well-overlap with the absorbance wavelengths of QDs, which enables their effective bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET). The maximum BRET efficiency can be achieved by adjusting the enzyme/QD conjugation ratio. Though the SOD molecules have little ability of illumination, the in situ polymerization provides a perspective method to investigate the SOD molecular tracer based on the encapsulated QDs.

3.3 Magnetic nanoparticles

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) have been extensively investigated in the field of biomedical applications, including drug delivery, chemical and biochemical separation and enrichment of trace amounts of specific targets. Particularly, magnetically-mediated delivery approaches can enhance the therapeutic profile by increasing localized concentration of target cargoes and minimizing non-specific interactions [32]. Muzykantov et al. investigated a biocompatible magnetic nanocarrier-based strategy for efficient encapsulation of two antioxidant enzymes, catalase and superoxide dismutase (SOD) [33]. The enzyme-loaded MNPs were assembled through hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions between iron oxide MNPs and proteins. The average size of enzyme-loaded MNPs was from 300 to 400 nm, with a protein loading efficiency of 20–33%. To demonstrate that antioxidant enzyme-loaded MNPs can rescue target cells from hydrogen peroxide toxicity, catalase-loaded MNPs were tested for intracellular delivery. Upon magnetic guidance, catalase-loaded MNPs with a negative net charge at pH 7.4 (−9.3±1.1 mv) were efficiently taken

![Fig. 8 Protection of HUVEC from oxidative stress through magnetic delivery of catalase loaded MNP. Viability of cells pretreated with MNP and exposed to 10 mM hydrogen peroxide for 5 hour was determined fluorimetrically after staining with Calcein AM. (A): Untreated cells used as reference. (B): Cells exposed to hydrogen peroxide only (no protection). (C): Cells treated under magnetic conditions with MNP-encapsulated catalase. Original magnification ×100. (D): Quantification of the viability of hydrogen peroxide-challenged cells treated with catalase-loaded MNP in the presence of a high gradient magnetic field in comparison to controls. Copyright permission from ref. 33.

![Fig. 9 Schematic showing the synthesis and cellular uptake of cationic single-protein nanocapsules with degradable and non-degradable polymeric shells prepared by in situ co-polymerization of acrylamide, 3-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate and non-degradable crosslinker methylenebisacrylamide or acid-degradable dimethacrylate. (I): formation of polymerizable proteins by conjugation polymerizable acryl groups to the protein surface. (II): formation of non-degradable nanocapsules from 1, 2 and 3. (III): formation of degradable nanocapsules from 1, 2 and 4. (IV): cellular uptake of the degradable or non-degradable nanocapsules via endocytosis. (V): shells of degradable nanocapsules break down after internalization to release the protein cargoes, allowing them to interact with large molecular substrates. Copyright permission from ref. 34.](http://nanobe.org)
up by bovine aortic endothelial cells. A majority of cells that internalized catalase-loaded MNPs increase their resistance to oxidative stress and were rescued from hydrogen peroxide induced cell death. In the absence of magnetic field, only 10% cells were rescued (Fig. 8).

3.4 Protein-mediated carriers

In addition to polymer or magnetic nanocarriers, polypeptides have also served as guides for transducing target proteins to the intracellular space of cells. Ming yang and his coworkers reported a novel intracellular delivery platform based on nanocapsules that consist of a single-protein core and thin polymer shell anchored covalently to the protein core [34]. In the experiment, the polymerizable vinyl groups were covalently linked to the protein in the first step and subsequently, the polymerization in an aqueous solution containing monomers and crosslinker results in each protein core being wrapped in a thin polymer shell. As illustrated in Fig. 9, this scheme enables the synthesis of protein nanocapsules with a non-degradable or degradable skin by using non-degradable or degradable crosslinkers, respectively. By appropriate choice of the cationic or neutral monomer, the surface charge of the nanocarrier and the release site of protein core can be controlled precisely. The protein cores can be chosen from a vast library of proteins, including enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP), horseradish peroxidase (HRP), bovine serum albumin (BSA), superoxide dismutase (SOD) and caspase-3 (CAS).

In order to deliver more wide sorts of active proteins that could act on different cellular targets, a general mechanism for enzymatic degradation of the polymer nanocapsules and release of the protein cargo is needed. For this purpose, Anuradha Biswas and her coworkers designed the polymer nanocapsule that can disintegrate and release proteins in response to the essential endoprotease furin, which is a ubiquitous proprotein convertase that could cleavage of the papillomavirus minor capsid protein L2 for necessary dissociation of the capsid, release of viral DNA, and subsequent transfections [35]. At first, they made the noncovalent encapsulate the target protein cargo in a thin, positively charged polymer layer, using two monomers and furin-cleavable peptides as cross-linkers (CLs). Then, they utilized differential acid-labile protection groups on the side chains of amino acids to synthesize the CL, allowed acylation of only the N- and C-terminal free amine groups while preserving the arginine groups unmodified for furin recognition. Additionally, complete synthesis on amide resin resulted in high yield and purity of the final peptide product. Using this established method, they chose eGFP as signal indication and build the NLS-eGFP nano protein cargo. After transferred the NLS-eGFP into different Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell lines, including FD11 (furin-deficient strain) and FD11+ (FD11 strain transfected with an overexpressed furin gene) and eGFP fluorescence was observed and compared between FD11 and FD11+ strains. The results showed that the fluorescence in FD11+ strain is 1000 higher than that in DF11 strain. This experiment demonstrated that the NLS-eGFP nano protein cargo was successfully transferred and released into nuclear site after the nanocapsule was degraded.

4. The factors affecting the delivery efficiency of SOD nanocarriers

As a primary antioxidant enzyme inhibiting oxidative stress and the nanocarriers of SODs molecules have several type and structures. Whereas several factors that affect the delivery efficiency of the SOD nanocarriers should be reminded in animal studies or clinical trails.

4.1 Delivery vehicle

Antioxidant enzymes have been formulated into nonpolymeric nanocarriers including traditional selfassembly phospholipid carriers, liposomes and magnetic nanocarriers or diverse pplyplex complexes as mentioned above.

For example, SOD associated with the surface of liposomes was shown to be more resistant than free SOD to inactivation by high concentrations of H2O2 [36]. The early work of liposome based SOD delivery to cultured endothelial cells carried by Freeman et al., indicated a 6–12 folds increase in SOD activity compared with the control cells treated with free SOD and the cells received liposomal SOD were more resistant to oxidative damage by hyperoxial [37].

Another experiment of anti-inflammatory effect of acetylated hydrophobic derivative of SOD in a rat arthritic model showed an improved loading efficiency and bioactivity in target site. The change in conformation reduced the effect of release rate on the activity of the liposome, prolonged circulation time and increased activity of the enzymosome [38]. The circulation time of the PEGylated liposomes increased regardless of the SOD type included and a faster anti-inflammatory effect was observed with the As-SOD PEG liposome versus the plain SOD PGE liposomes [39].

Batrakova et al. developed a macrophage-driven system for the delivery of catalase to the brain. The catalase was electrostatically complexed with a cationic block copolymer, polyethylene-imine-poly (ethylene glycol) (PEI-PEG). The PEI-PEG nanozyme shielding protected the enzyme within the structure were phagocytized by macrophages, targeted by subsequent migration of the cell to the inflamed brain in a mouse model of Parkinson’s disease [40]. The similar results of the formed SOD nanozymes alleviated neuronal oxidative stress after local administration in the CNS in rodents showed the promising therapeutic efficacy of this delivery system [30].

Although the intracellular transport mechanism of PEG-containing pluronics of SOD remains vague, the SOD-pluronic conjugates were reported to deliver
enzymatically active SOD to neuronal cells more effective cell uptake ratio than naked SOD or PEG-SOD without neuronal toxicity in cultured cells and in vivo [41].

4.2 Loading capacity and nanocarrier volume

The functions of nanocarriers include protection of antioxidant cargos from inactivation, improved vascular targeting and intracellular delivery. In order to achieve the maximum effect of antioxidant, the nanocarriers should be designed for maximum loading efficacy of SOD molecules. However, the larger carriers may cause side effects and exceed size limits for adequate circulation. Furthermore, the overloading of nanocarriers may result in limited control of the drug release profile, bigger volume of the cargoes may lead to the consequences of circulation and tissue uptake [42,43].

By using a single-step solvent extraction method, the poly-nanocarriers (such trolox ester and SOD) can be formulated into nanoparticles of size 100–250 nm, that are able to quench ROS and suppress oxidative stress in cell culture of endothelial cells exposed to pro-oxidant challenge [44]. Another interesting experiment is introduce the PEG400 as a polymer stabilizer, these particles could achieve ca. 10–15 μm and an over 50 days active durative [45]. However, their size exceeded the circulation limit of less than 500nm in diameter and they are often been cleared rapidly due to retention in the microvasculature [46]. At the same time, the small (<20 nm) volume of nanocarriers usually extravasated via vascular pores and retained in parenchymal cells. This will lead to a controllable AOE’s cargo on principle of tissue or vascular target.

Recently, several proteins including SOD were covalently functionalized with vinyl groups follow by free radical polymerization in the presence of other diacrylate monomers, which resulted in encapsulation of protein molecule in a nanometer thick (0–5 nm) polymer shell [34]. Even though the utilities for delivery of AOE’s has not been fully studied, polymer nanocapsules incorporating disulfide bridges that can degrade in a reducing environment could be applicable for release of the cargo triggered in the host cell [47].

4.3 Geometry of nanocarriers for antioxidants

Spherical shape is the most common among the polymeric nanocarriers (PNCs) formulation that range from relatively small sphere (50–300 nm) [48] to large spheroid (300–1000 nm) [49] with diverse outline, including polymersomes, dendrimers and polyplexes. Recently, various nonspherical nanocarriers such as carbon nanotubes have been yielded via chemical or physical reaction, and have been recognized that the geometry of nanocarrier could modulates drug delivery functions.

Another class of nonspherical model PNCs includes flat elliptical disks [50,51] with format of emulsions or micron-scale particles [52]. Furthermore, depending on the molar ratio of hydrophilic PEG or polyethylene oxide (PEO) block to the hydrophobic block, filomicelles nanocarriers have been made for antioxidant delivery [53]. Filomicelles are long tubular structures with width ca. 10–40 nm, length ≤50 μm and ca. 42–50% PEG hydrophilic surfaces [54]. The filomicelles degrade experiments showed a small water diffusion distance throughout it, the cross sectional radii <20 nm [55]. Since PCL has a rapid degradation character and PEO does not degrade in water, a well controlled release system of nanocarriers could be made via manipulate the ratio of PEO:PCL in the filomicelles synthesis process.

Comparison spherical carriers of intermediate size circulate for many hours and even days, the highly flexible filomicelles have circulation t1/2 approaching 1 week in mice [56]. The longer filomicelles circulate longer and are not readily internalized by macrophages under flow with less vascular collisions, extravasation and phagocytosis. The carrier’s flow-aligning structure provides extensive drag forces from directional flow that oppose phagocytosis [50].

4.4 The core protection of the nanocarriers

As an alternative approach, one can enhance enzyme stability through the addition of a protecting molecule. Since inactivation occurs in part due to the enzyme denaturation in the hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface, the addition decoy protein (such as serum albumin) can prolong the activity of the loaded enzyme at the expense of total loading capacity. Since the cargo surface is not attached to protein specifically, by allowing a nonactive protein to absorb to the surface instead, the active antioxidant enzyme is covered in the core site and thereby able to maintain its activity for a relative prolonged half life. For instance, the activity of SOD released from PLGA nanoparticles along with protective albumin retained activity after 7 days, versus 4 days in the case of omitting albumin [57].

Recently, several AOE’s including SOD were covalently functionalized with vinyl groups followed by free radical polymerization in the presence of other diacrylate monomers, which produce an encapsulation of protein molecule in a nanometer thick polymer shell [34]. The polymer properties and degradation rate were controlled by monomer selection; the encapsulation of AOE’s in the polymer shell can provide protection from proteolytic inactivation, thereby extending therapeutic duration of SOD molecule [49].

4.5 Target and carrier degradation

Systemic medication and local treatment are common measures in clinical iatrology, these mechanisms of delivery are not specific and provide no targeting to select the cells or organs suffering oxidative stress. In this context, targeted delivery of antioxidants to specific cells is a primary therapeutic target and eliminate local oxidative stress represents an important and challenging
Biodegradability is the main requirements for biocompatibility of AOE delivery system if its size not permits excretion via physiological pathways. Two typical degradable material with different degradation kinetics are polyanhydrides and polyesters. The former process a degradation time from hours to weeks that could achieved by alteration of the ratio of constituent co-polymers [60], but the later degradation time ranges from weeks to years [61]. Spherical polyanhydrides carriers have been synthesized on the nanoscale [62], whereas, how to control its shape and decrease its degradation kinetics have not been fully documented. The rapid release kinetics restricts polyanhydrides application in AOE nanocarriers synthesis unless it been used in local and trivial inflammation. In contrast, nanometer scale polyester spheres provide uniform water degradation and erosion, its internal degradation can actually equalize exterior degradation and lead to an efficient diffusion inside the carrier [63]. This made polyester a promising material in nanocarrier synthesis of AOE.

PEO-PLA polymersomes and PEO-PCL filomicelles degrade primarily by PLA and PCL hydrolysis [61,64], result in pore-prefering copolymers [65] and filomicelle fragmentation [66]. The degradation kinetics could be controlled by blending in nondegradable diblocks, such as PEO and PEE that excreted via renal pathway. In this context, the polymersomes synthesized in different ratio of PEO-PCL or PEO-PLA was widely used in nanocarries of AOE.

Environmental pH plays a role in polymersomes degradation. Degradable polymers typically contain hydrolysable bonds and undergo faster acid-catalyzed hydrolysis at low pH [67]. The latest investigation demonstrated that the rate of polymersome hydrolysis and release of loaded drugs is faster at acidic lysosomal pH (5.0) than any other organelles with neutral pH (7.2–7.4) [68]. Interestingly, polyanhydrides degrade more slowly at acidic pH with far more rapid degradation in basic solutions [69,70]. Take into account pH difference in diverse organelles of target cell, various pH sensitive nanocarries could be synthesized in a near future.

5. Challenges and prospects

Although SOD exhibits great application prospects in clinical anti-oxidization therapy, SOD based novel pharmaceutical development still existed many difficulties. For example, how to highly efficiently deliver SOD into therapeutic target locus in vivo, how to make endosome or endolysomes filled with SOD effectively release SOD into cytoplasm. Nanomaterials can induce cells produce lot of oxidative radicals, how to use SOD to resist oxidative radicals caused by nanomaterials, all these problems have become great challenges.

Delivering functional proteins to the intracellular and interact with special targets of cells, is a highly promising therapeutic application. Especially for such antioxidant molecule as SOD and Coenzyme Q10 have been modified with nanotechnology and transferred into intracellular, the promising biotechnology will exert a significant function in removing wrinkles, rebuilding tissue, and extending the length of human life.

Despite those efforts, active or functional proteins, such as SOD etc., intracellular delivery is still in its initial stage, and further research is needed to fully reveal its vast potential. Furthermore, the relationship between function and structure should be taken into account when constructing nanomaterial platforms. Meanwhile, the delivery characteristics of these nanocarriers were investigated with cell lines in vitro, the mechanism of its biological feedback and the interaction in vivo should be further explored. Nowadays, many difficulties still need to be overcome to obtain the nanocarriers with effective and efficient properties. For example, covalent modifications may lead to the function loss to the delivery protein and noncovalent strategies are often producing the weak stable products in serum. Efficient intracellular transport is still a challenge as many nanocarriers can not escape the cytosol from the endosomal pathway efficiently [71].

How to control the release of cargoes through a timed mechanism instead of a burst release is another desired function of nanocarriers. This can be implemented with synthesis of stimuli-responsive nanocarriers to get the release in an “on demand” way. It is worthy of further development of the “smart” nanocarriers by contriving materials with sensitive responses to such environmental conditions as pH, redox, endosomal enzyme activity, temperature and physical signals applied externally such as magnetic field and light [72].

At last, the terminal delivery goals are the targeting of specific cells or organs for disease-specific therapies. In vivo, the protein nanocarriers may encounter numerous obstacles en route to their end-point. In this process, the most important is to allow these nanocarriers to accumulate in the designed position, by the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect mediated-passive targeting or active targeting through conjugating targeting moieties, such as antibodies, receptor ligands (peptides, vitamins, and carbohydrates) and aptamers [25]. The effects of these nanocarrier systems can be evaluated by the experiential knowledge accumulated previously of nanomedicine, including biocompatibility, stability, uptake and biological interactions [73].
6. Concluding remark

In conclusion, many advances discussed in this review have been used to account these critical issues, including vehicle tailoring and protein engineering. We imagine that crucial progress will be made and new generations of protein nanocarriers will be developed in a near future. Modification and encapsulation antioxidant proteins, especially for SOD and coenzyme Q that closely related with mammals diseases, prolong human’s life, will bring a promising application within the interdisciplinary collaborated research [30].
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